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Abstract. The simplex algorithm travels, on the underlying polyhedron, from vertex to ver-
tex until reaching an optimal vertex. With the same simplex framework, the proposed algorithm
generates a series of feasible points (which are not necessarily vertices). In particular, it is exactly
an interior point algorithm if the initial point used is interior. Computational experiments show
that the algorithm are very efficient, relative to the standard simplex algorithm. It terminates at an
approximate optimal vertex, or at an optimal vertex if a simple purification is incorporated.
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1. Introduction. Consider the linear programming (LP) problem in the follow-
ing form:

min cT x

s. t. Ax = b, l ≤ x ≤ u,
(1.1)

where A ∈ Rm×n(m < n); rank(A) = m. It is assumed that the values of components
of l and u are finite. For problems with infinite bounds, one can use very small
negative and/or very large positive numbers instead.

The simplex algorithm for solving LP problems has been very successful in prac-
tice since 1947 when George B. Dantzig founded it [10]. Recognized as one of The
Ten Algorithms in the Twenty Century (IEEE2002), it is one of the most famous and
widely used mathematical tools in the world.

William Orchard-Hays’s contribution to this field have played an important role
in the simplex algorithm’s success. In 1954, he first implemented the revised simplex
algorithm, and wrote the first commercial-grade software for solving LP problems
[26]. His ideas have been employed and developed by, among others, Murtagh and
M. A. Saunders [24], and Bixby [9, 6]. These efforts transformed the theory of linear
programming from a theory into a powerful tool, and stimulated the swift development
of the entire field.

On the other hand, Klee and Minty made explicit in 1972 that the simplex al-
gorithm may require an exponential amount of work to solve LP problems [22]. At
the early days of liner programming, Hoffman and Beal even revealed that cycling
can occur with the simplex algorithm in the presence of degeneracy [20, 5]. Although
anti-cycling techniques have been proposed from time to time, their practical perfor-
mance turned out to be unsatisfactory [8, 12, 7, 27]. In practice, however, cycling
rarely occurs despite frequent occurrence of degeneracy. Even so, many scholars be-
lieve that degeneracy degrades efficiency considerably, as the algorithm could stall at
an degenerate vertex for too long a time before exiting it.

It seems that the impact of degeneracy is hard, if possible, to eliminate with the
simplex algorithm, as it moves from vertex to vertex on the underlying polyhedron.
In the past, some attempts were made to develop alternative algorithms by going
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away from this philosophy. The most important would be the development of the
interior point algorithm, which approaches to an optimal solution by traveling across
the interior of the polyhedron. Such kind of algorithms have achieved great success
both theoretically and computationally.

The affine scaling algorithm, proposed by Dikin in 1967, is the first interior point
algorithm for linear programming [13]. Many years later, Karmarkar proposed his
famous polynomial-time algorithm in 1984, inspiring an upsurge of interior point
algorithms [21]. This leads to some very efficient interior point algorithms for solving
large sparse LP problems. However, these algorithms are not very suitable for cases
where a vertex solution is required, as in a wide range of applications; in solution
of integer and/or mixed integer linear programming problems, for instance, simples
algorithms are still not replaceable at present [6].

1.1. Main features of the proposed algorithm. Then, it would be ideal for
an algorithm to have advantages of both the simplex algorithm and the interior point
algorithm while getting out of their disadvantages.

Along this line, Pan proposed algorithms that might better be termed pivot algo-
rithms [28]–[35]. These algorithms allow a deficient basis, characterized as a submatrix
from A that has fewer columns than rows and whose range space includes b. Further,
Pan proposed an algorithm that produces a sequence of interior points as well as a
sequence of vertices, until reaching an optimal vertex [36]. Since it uses the QR de-
composition to form projection on A’s null space, however, the algorithm may not be
suitable for handling large scale sparse problems.

This paper is a continuation of the aforementioned endeavors. As described ”non-
standard“, the main features of the proposed algorithm are as follows:

1) It is based on the simplex framework: each iteration consists of pivoting oper-
ation and basis change, just as in the simplex algorithm.

2) It uses a new column rule.
3) It produces iterates that can be any feasible points. Starting with an interior

point, in particular, it is just an interior point algorithm.
4) It can offer an approximate optimal vertex solution in certain sense.
5) It can achieve an optimal vertex solution if a simple purification is carried out.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes operations to determine a

pivot and a search direction. Section 3 formulas the proposed nonstandard algorithm.
Section 4 deals with the Phase-1 problem. Section 5 reports computational results,
demonstrating the remarkable success of the nonstandard simplex algorithm to the
standard simplex algorithm.

2. Pivoting operations. In the next section, we describe column and row pivot-
ing operations. This topic is closely related to the determination of a search direction
and the line search for updating iterates.

Let B be the current basis and N the associated nonbasis. Without confusion,
denote basic and nonbasic index sets again by B and N , respectively. For simplicity
of exposition, we assume that B is the submatrix consisting of the first m columns:
A = [B N ].

The reduced costs are defined by

c̄B = 0, c̄N = cN −NT π, BT π = cB . (2.1)

Introduce nonbasic index sets

J1 = {j ∈ N | c̄j < −ε1}, J2 = {j ∈ N | c̄j > ε1}, (2.2)
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where ε1 > 0 is a tolerance. In the following theoretical discussions, ε1 = 0 is assumed.
Let x̄ be the current feasible solution.

2.1. Dantzig’s column rule. x̄ is a basic feasible solution in the standard
simplex context. So, values of its nonbasic components are equal to either of the
associated lower and upper bounds. If the index set

J̄ = {j ∈ J1 | x̄j = lj } ∪ {j ∈ J2 | x̄j = uj } (2.3)

is empty, then an optimum is achieved, and all is done. In the other case, Dantzig’s
original rule determines an entering index q such that

q = argmax{ |c̄j | | j ∈ J̄ }. (2.4)

Consequently, the objective value will decrease the most (by amount |c̄q|) with
the value of the associated variable increasing (q ∈ J1) or decreasing (q ∈ J2) by a
unit.

A disadvantage of Rule (2.4) is that it does not take into account the amount
by which the associated variable can increase or decrease. Even though |c̄q| is large,
the amount would be very small whenever so is uq − lq. In fact, the actual amount
depends on the step-size that the variable takes on, which is subject to maintenance
of feasibility; and this amount is too time consuming to compute.

2.2. New column rule. x̄ is a feasible solution in our case. The new rule takes
the ranges of the nonbasic variables into account. To this end, introduce notation

δj =





uj − x̄j if j ∈ J1,

x̄j − lj , ifj ∈ J2,
(2.5)

Rule 1 (Column rule). Select entering index q such that

|c̄q|δq = max{ |c̄j |δj | j ∈ J1 ∪ J2 }. (2.6)

In the standard simplex context, as a result, the objective value will decrease the
most ( by amount |c̄q|δq) if no broking basic variable exists for all nonbasic variables.
However, no further progress can be made if δq = 0.

Proposition 2.1 (Optimality condition). x̄ and c̄ are a pair of primal and dual
optimal basic solutions if it holds that

δj = 0, ∀j ∈ J1 ∪ J2. (2.7)

Proof. It is noted that x̄ and c̄ are primal and dual feasible solutions, respectively.
Condition (2.7) implies

c̄jδj = 0, ∀j ∈ J1 ∪ J2. (2.8)

By (2.1) and (2.2), in addition, it holds that

c̄j = 0, ∀j ∈ B ∪N − (J1 ∪ J2).

which along with (2.8) exhibits complementary slackness of x̄ and c̄. Therefore, they
are a pair of primal and dual optimal basic solutions. It is now time to turn to
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our general case when x̄ is feasible but not necessarily basic. We will use Rule 1 to
select an entering index.

In practice, what is required is often an approximate optimal solution only. We
therefore modify condition (2.7) as follows.

Definition 1. x̄ is an ε-optimal basic solution if

δj ≤ ε, j ∈ J1 ∪ J2, (2.9)

where ε > 0 is a tolerance.

2.3. Search direction. Assume now that condition (2.8) is not satisfied, and
an entering index q has been determined by Rule 1.

Define vector ∆x = (∆xT
B ∆xT

N )T :

∆xj =




−sign(c̄q), j = q

0, j ∈ N ; j 6= q
(2.10)

∆xB = sign(c̄q)āq, Bāq = aq. (2.11)

Using the preceding notation, we have the following.
Lemma 2.2. The vector ∆x satisfies

A∆x = 0, cT ∆x < 0. (2.12)

Proof. From (2.10) and (2.11), it follows that

A∆x = sign(c̄q)BB−1aq − sign(c̄q)aq = 0 (2.13)

So, ∆x is in the null of A.
Further, by (2.1), it holds that

c̄q = cq − cT
BB−1aq, (2.14)

which together with (2.10), (2.11), (2.6) and (2.2) gives

cT ∆x = −sign(c̄q)cq + sign(c̄q)cT
BB−1aq

= −sign(c̄q)(cq − cT
BB−1aq)

= −sign(c̄q)c̄q

< 0. (2.15)

Lemma 2.2 indicates the eligibility for ∆x being a descent search direction at x̄,
with respective to the objective.

2.4. Row pivoting and determination of step-size. Using ∆x as a search
direction, we are led to the line search scheme x̂ = x̄ + α∆x, or equivalently,

x̂B = x̄B + α∆xB , (2.16)
x̂kq

= x̄q − sign(c̄q)α, (2.17)
x̂kj

= x̄j , j ∈ N ; j 6= q. (2.18)
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where α is a step-length to be determined.
To make (2.16)–(2.18) an applicable update formula, the step-size α should be

determined subject to l ≤ x̂ ≤ u. Using notation

γi =





(ui − x̄i)/∆xi if ∆xi > 0, and i ∈ B,

(li − x̄i)/∆xi if ∆xi < 0, and i ∈ B,
(2.19)

we derive the largest possible value of α:

ᾱ = min {δq, min{γi | ∆xi 6= 0, i ∈ B}}. (2.20)

If ᾱ = δq, there will be no basis change needed, (as will be handled later). If
ᾱ < δq, otherwise, the following rule is relevant.

Rule 2 (Row rule). Select leaving index p such that

ᾱ = γp for some p ∈ B with ∆xp 6= 0 (2.21)

Note: the preceding row rule is the same as the original one used in the simplex
algorithm. It is not used in practice, however. Instead, usually used is Harries’ more
stable two-pass rule [19].

We will not take ᾱ itself as the step-size but a smaller one instead:

α = λᾱ, 0 < λ < 1. (2.22)

Lemma 2.3. x̂ defined by (2.16)–(2.18) satisfies Ax̂ = b for any real α.
Proof. The validity follows from Ax̄ = b, (2.16)–(2.18) and (2.12).
A component of a feasible solution is said to be an interior component if its value

is neither on the corresponding lower or upper bound; otherwise, it is said to be a
bound component.

Although x̄ is not a basic solution in general, it is still termed nondegenerate
(associated with basis B) if its basic components are all interior, i.e.,

lB < x̄B < uB . (2.23)

3. The algorithm. In this Section, we describe the proposed algorithm formally
and make some theoretical analysis.

Assume that a new iterate x̂ has been computed via (2.16)–(2.18 along with
(2.20) and (2.23). If ᾱ defined by (2.20) is equal to δq, then no basis change is needed,
and one can proceed on the next iteration. In the other case, a leaving index p is
determined by Rule 2; then, the next basis is formed from B by replacing its p-th
column with the q-indexed column of A. After the basis change, the next iteration is
carried out.

The overall steps are the same as those in the standard simplex algorithm, except
for pivoting operations. An efficient implementation involves maintenance of the LU
decomposition of the basis. We only formula them in a conceptual manner as follows.

Algorithm 1. Algorithm [Nonstandard simplex algorithm] Let x̄ be the initial
feasible solution and let B be an initial basis. Given small numbers ε > 0 and ε1 > 0.
This algorithm solves (1.1).

1. Solve BT π = cB for π.
2. Compute c̄N = cN −NT π.
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3. Test for optimality:
(1) determine J1 and J2 by (2.2);
(2) compute δj , . . . , j ∈ J1 ∪ J2 by (2.5);
(3) stop if it is satisfied that δj ≤ ε, ∀j ∈ J1 ∪ J2.

4. Determine an entering index q by Rule 1.
5. Solve Bāq = aq for āq.
6. Compute ∆x by (2.10) and (2.11).
7. Compute ᾱ by (2.20).
8. Stop if ᾱ is too large.
9. Update x̄ by (2.16)–(2.18 with (2.22).

10. Go to Step 1 if ᾱ = δq.
11. Determine an leaving index p by Rule 2.
12. Update basis B by replacing its p-th column with A’s q-th column.
13. Go to Step 1

Concerning the preceding algorithm, the following is clear.
Theorem 1. Assume termination of Algorithm 1. It terminates at either
(a) Step 3(3), achieving an ε-optimal basic solution; or
(b) Step 8, declaring lower unboundedness.
At this stage, it has not been possible to rule out the possibility of infiniteness

of Algorithm 1. Based on the fact that a large number of test problems have been
solved with Algorithm 1 (see Section 5), however, we claim that Algorithm 1 must be
regarded as finite practically, like the standard simplex algorithm.

Even if it is still open if Algorithm 1 is finite or not, in principle, we have the
following results.

Theorem 2. Assume that the initial feasible solution is nondegenerate. Then
all subsequent stepsizes are positive, and hence all iterates are nondegenerate feasible
solutions. Moreover, the objective value strictly decreases.

Proof. It is enough to consider a current iteration.
By lemma 2.3, the new iterate x̂ satisfies Ax̂ = b. From the feasibility of x̄,

(2.16)–(2.18), and (2.22), it follows that x̄ satisfies l ≤ x̂ ≤ u, and hence is a feasible
solution.

By (2.6), moreover, δq is positive, since, otherwise, the iteration would have ter-
minated at Step 3(3). In addition, the nondegeneracy assumption implies that γi,
defined by (2.19), are positive for all i ∈ B satisfying ∆xi 6= 0. This fact along with
(2.20) and (2.22) gives 0 < α < ᾱ. Consequently, from (2.16)–(2.18) it follows that x̂
is again nondegenerate.

Furthermore, by α > 0, (2.16)–(2.18) and Lemma 2.2) it holds that cT x̂ < cT x̄.
This completes the proof.

Moreover, the algorithm has the following favorable features.
Proposition 1. Assume that the initial feasible solution is nondegenerate. A

bound component of x̄ could become an interior component; but any interior compo-
nent never becomes a bound component.

It is noted that the algorithm proceed just like an interior point algorithm if the
initial x̄ is interior. On the other hand, iterates generated are not vertices in general,
even if the initial is. This is why Algorithm 1 bears the term “nonstandard”.

4. Phase-1 procedure. Algorithm 1 needs a feasible solution and a basis to get
itself started. We use a Phase-1 procedure for this purpose, which is similar to the
typical one used in interior point approaches. We briefly describe it in this Section.
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Any basis can be taken as an initial one although one that is “close” to an optimal
is desirable. Assume now that a basis is available.

Assume that x0 satisfies l ≤ x0 ≤ u. Define an+1 = b − Ax0, and consider the
auxiliary problem below:

min xn+1

s.t. Ax + xn+1an+1 = b, l ≤ x ≤ u, 0 ≤ xn+1 ≤ 1.
(4.1)

The preceding has an optimal solution, as it has the obvious interior point (x0, 1)T ,
and its objective is bounded below.

Suppose that (4.1) has been solved by Algorithm 1 with the end solution x̄. It
is clear that the original program (1.1) has no feasible solution if the optimal value
is greater than zero. In the other case, using N and B to denote the index sets such
that x∞N = 0 and xbarB > 0, we recast program (1.1) into

min cT
BxB

s.t. ABxB = b, xB ≥ 0.
(4.2)

Consequently, barxB > 0 is available as an initial interior point to get the Phase-2
procedure started.

4.1. Purification. Algorithm 1 together with a simple purification can be used
to obtain an exact optimal basic solution.

Assume that Algorithm 1 terminates at Step 3(3) with an ε-optimal basic solution.
The purification is done by moving all nonbasic components of the solution onto their
nearest bounds.

Let x0 be the resulting solution from the purification. It is clearly an optimal
basic solution if Ax0 = b is satisfied within a predetermined tolerance. In the other
case, the standard two- phase simplex algorithm can be applied to obtain an optimal
basic solution to the original problem, where the Phase-1 problem (4.2) is formed
using x0.

5. Computational results. Computational experiments have been performed
to gain an insight into the behavior of Algorithm 3. We report numerical results in
this section.

Implemented, and compared are the following three codes:
1) SSA: MINOS 5.51 with the full pricing option.
2) NSSA: Algorithm 1.
3) NSPR: Algorithm 1 with the purification.
In both NSSA and NSPR, ε = 10−8 and ε1 = 10−8 were used for Phase-1, and

ε = 10−3 and ε1 = 10−6 were used for Phase-2.
Code NSSA and NSPR were developed using MINOS 5.51 as a platform. There-

fore, the three codes shared such features as preprocessing, scaling, LUSOL [25], etc.
Only the Mi50lp module was replaced by programs written by the author, with few
other modules with minor changes. All codes used the default options, except for
Rows 200000; Columns 300000; Elements 5000000; Iterations 20000000; Scale yes;
Solution no; Log frequency 0; Print level 0.

Compiled using Visual Fortran 5.0, all codes were run under a Microsoft Windows
XP Professional version 2002 on an ACER PC with an Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU
3.06GHz, 1.00GB memory, and about 16 digits of precision.
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Table 5.1
Statistics for 16 Kennington problems

Problem SSA NSPR NSSA
Itns Time Itns Time Itns Time

KEN-07 1724 1.97 1754 2.02 1750 2.02
CRE-C 4068 6.81 7487 11.89 2751 4.66
CRE-A 4066 7.67 8972 16.77 4069 8.09
PDS-02 5110 9.06 1171 1.84 1025 1.61
OSA-07 1767 7.16 1949 8.00 1204 5.02
KEN-11 13327 111.39 13549 113.67 13542 113.59
PDS-06 59521 433.67 8860 57.41 6317 40.36
OSA-14 3821 33.48 3581 32.16 1747 16.19
PDS-10 177976 2253.64 11191 122.13 7110 75.47
KEN-13 35709 637.92 35301 629.66 35162 627.05
CRE-D 377243 4796.42 28042 358.75 1144 13.23
CRE-B 328160 4406.19 32228 430.81 1422 17.91
OSA-30 7536 126.30 5886 101.59 2778 49.33
PDS-20 1557953 44803.02 88068 2258.83 64777 1643.14
OSA-60 16278 638.50 10976 449.45 4714 199.36
KEN-18 157224 19395.88 155355 19315.88 154801 19253.55
Total 2751483 77669.08 414370 23910.86 304313 22070.58

Our first set of test problems included all 16 problems from Kennington1. The
second set included all 17 problems from BPMPD2 that were more than 500KB in
compressed form.

In the tables, test problems are ordered by their sizes, in terms of m+n, where
m and n are the numbers of rows and columns of the constraint matrix, excluding
slack variables. All reported CPU times were measured in seconds with utility routine
CPU TIME, excluding the time spent on preprocessing and scaling. NSSA and NSPR
used 10−6 as the equality tolerance (for holding of Ax = b), compared with SSA, which
used 10−4, as usual.

5.1. Results for Kennington test set. Numerical results obtained with the
16 Kennington problems are displayed in Table 5.1, where the total iterations and
time required for solving each problem are listed in the columns labeled Itns and
Time under SSA, NSPR and NSSA, separately.

In Table 5.2, a performance comparison between the three codes is made by giving
iteration and time ratios of SSA to NSPR, SSA to NSSA and NSPR to NSSA for each
problem. It is seen from the bottom line that NSPR and NSSA outperformed SSA
remarkably, with average iterations ratios 6.6 and 9.0, and time ratios 3.2 and 3.5! It
is noted that the difference between NSPR and NSSA is small (with iterations ratio
1.4 and time ratio 1.1).

5.2. Results for BPMPD test set. Table 5.3 gives numerical results with the
17 BPMPD problems. Table 5.4 make a performance comparison between the codes
by giving iteration and time ratios of SSA to NSPR, SSA to NSSA and NSPR to
NSSA for each problem. It happened that SSA solved RADIO.PR and RADIO.DU
in two or three iterations only. Excluding the meaningless results associated with
them, therefore, we make the comparison only for the other 15 BPMPD problems.

It is seen from the second bottom line that NSPR and NSSA again outperformed
SSA overall. The margins are large: the average iterations ratios are 2.8 and 9.5, and

1http://www-fp.mcs.anl.gov/otc/Guide/TestProblems/LPtest/
2http://www.sztaki.hu/˜meszaros/bpmpd/
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Table 5.2
A comparison for 16 Kennington problems

Problem M N SSA/NSPR SSA/NSSA NSPR/NSSA
Itns Time Itns Time Itns Time

KEN-07 2427 3602 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
CRE-C 3069 3678 0.5 0.6 1.5 1.5 2.7 2.6
CRE-A 3517 4067 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.9 2.2 2.1
PDS-02 2954 7535 4.4 4.9 5.0 5.6 1.1 1.1
OSA-07 1119 23949 0.9 0.9 1.5 1.4 1.6 1.6
KEN-11 14695 21349 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
PDS-06 9882 28655 6.7 7.6 9.4 10.7 1.4 1.4
OSA-14 2338 52460 1.1 1.0 2.2 2.1 2.0 2.0
PDS-10 16559 48763 15.9 18.5 25.0 29.9 1.6 1.6
KEN-13 28633 42659 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
CRE-D 8927 69980 13.5 13.4 329.8 362.5 24.5 27.1
CRE-B 9649 72447 10.2 10.2 230.8 246.0 22.7 24.1
OSA-30 4351 100024 1.3 1.2 2.7 2.6 2.1 2.1
PDS-20 33875 105728 17.7 19.8 24.1 27.3 1.4 1.4
OSA-60 10281 232966 1.5 1.4 3.5 3.2 2.3 2.3
KEN-18 105128 154699 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Ave.(16) - - 6.6 3.2 9.0 3.5 1.4 1.1

Table 5.3
Statistics for 17 BPMPD problems

Problem SSA NSPR NSSA
Itns Time Itns Time Itns Time

RAT7A 4073 573.59 4102 52.06 4100 52.03
NSCT1 2190 35.83 13198 197.36 95 1.44
NSCT2 11555 196.63 11971 182.23 92 1.45
RIUTING 190627 2143.70 75759 813.08 72774 780.00
DBIR1 2289 47.44 12781 242.64 34 0.61
DBIR2 42575 966.77 12750 235.83 12745 235.72
T0331-4L 62333 789.83 108780 1330.63 108575 1328.14
NEMSEMM2 23581 204.59 18109 136.98 7327 58.00
SOUTHERN 29693 462.67 27550 314.17 27550 314.16
WORLD.MO 1405151 30953.42 822287 19193.38 94542 2929.00
WORLD 2627208 61340.78 1260355 27315.31 165045 4132.83
NEMSEMM1 13650 263.20 14575 255.17 14491 253.64
NW14 407 8.45 899 19.20 690 14.42
LPL1 3343112 127379.39 203967 7214.02 2414 104.41
DBIC1 624907 33335.58 377655 18746.17 375734 18679.69
Total 8383351 258701.88 2964738 76248.23 886208 28885.54
RADIO.PR 2 0.50 639702 14371.16 623810 14009.16
RADIO.DU 3 0.09 5055 56.11 5018 55.66

the time ratios are 3.4 and 9.0, respectively. On the other hand, the iterations ratio
and time ratio of NSPR to NSSA are 3.3 and time ratio 2.6.

In the bottom line of Table 5.4, listed are average ratios for the entire set of the
31 test problems. The average iterations ratios of SSA to NSPR and of SSA to NSSA
are 3.3 and 9.4, respectively. The associated time ratios are 3.4 and 6.6. So both
NSPR and NSSA outperformed algorithm remarkable.
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